Scholarships, Awards, and Competitions at the
2020 Conference in San Antonio, TX

Criminal Justice Knowledge
Scholarship Test

Undergraduate first place $750, second place $500, and third place $125
Graduate first place $750, second place $500, and third place $125

If the first place score is over 90, winner will receive a Brain Buster Bonus of $250

The Criminal Justice Knowledge Scholarship Test will be administered at the 2020 Conference in San Antonio, TX.

All students taking test MUST be Alpha Phi Sigma National members.

College Bowl

Winning Team Members Receive a $100 Scholarship each.
Second Place Team Members Receive a $50 scholarship each.

Teams of 3-4 APS members compete in a fast-paced quiz-show that we call "Alpha Phi Sigma College Bowl." Teams will be called up on stage to answer toss-up questions using a buzzer. Get the answer correct, and your team gets a bonus question! The team with the highest point total may be back on the stage for the semi-final and final rounds. Think you got what it takes to be crowned our next Alpha Phi Sigma College Bowl Champion? Then study up on basic criminal justice, criminology, Alpha Phi Sigma, and host city trivia!

Can't wait to see you at our next conference, where we'll ask you to "come on down" to College Bowl!
Chapter T-shirt Competition
First place $200—Second place $150—Third place $100

Alpha Phi Sigma holds its annual chapter T-shirt competition at the conference. Join other chapters in creating a T-shirt that exemplifies what Alpha Phi Sigma is all about. Add chapter characteristics and show off in this annual competition!

Guidelines for Submission:

- Include a written statement explaining the reason for the design.
- Statement must have chapter information and advisor’s signature.
- Design must be Honor Society appropriate.
- T-shirt is to represent the chapter and must have “Alpha Phi Sigma” and chapter name within the design.
- Email the Scholarship Cover Sheet along with the description and Advisor’s signature to headquarters.
- A confirmation e-mail will be sent upon receipt of required information.
- All materials (not the t-shirt) must be received by Headquarters prior to the scholarship and awards deadline.
- If your chapter is attending the conference DO NOT send t-shirt to headquarters.
- If your chapter cannot attend the conference, please mail the t-shirt to Headquarters. The t-shirt will be shown and the design explained to the members by a Headquarters representative at the conference.
- A chapter does not have to be present to win.
- Deadline is January 12, 2020.

Judging at the Conference:

- All t-shirts will be judged, regardless of chapter’s attendance, at the conference.
- Judging will be based on creativity of choice, design, and content.
- A member student or representative will have up to ONE minute to present the t-shirt to the general assembly.
- Judging will be conducted at the 2020 Conference in San Antonio, TX, by chapters present and in good standing.
- Each chapter will receive one ballot for voting.
- Chapters must vote for their favorite t-shirt design by another chapter—not their own.

Yearbook
Chapter winning the Yearbook Competition will receive $300

The Chapter Yearbook is complete and ready to be judged at the 2020 Alpha Phi Sigma conference in San Antonio, TX.

Find the table designated for the yearbooks and display it as soon as possible. The judges will walk around and look at the yearbooks throughout Wednesday. All yearbooks will be judged at the time designated on the conference program.

No students will be presenting the yearbook. The chapter’s work should speak for itself and will be judged on content and originality.

Good luck to all chapters and may the best book win!!!

In order to participate in judging, chapters must have filed the Scholarship and Award Cover Sheet and pertinent paperwork with Headquarters by the January 12, 2020 deadline.
CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION

Put your investigative skills to the test during the Alpha Phi Sigma Crime Scene Investigation.

Winning Team will receive a $500 award for their chapter and a $250 Crime Scene Grant to enact the crime scene at the following year’s conference.

Second Place Winners will receive a $250 award for their chapter.
Third Place Winners will receive a $100 award for their chapter.

The crime scene is a group competition open to all Alpha Phi Sigma members held during the National Conference.

To enter the crime scene competition you will need to sign up at the conference and attend the briefing which will cover all the rules to be followed. Once registration and briefing are completed, each team will be given 10 minutes inside the room where the crime was committed to Process the crime scene.

After processing the crime scene and gathering all the evidence, teams are required to write a report to present to the judges. The report will be due the day after the crime scene processing before the 4:00 pm deadline.

A group of judges will review the reports and choose a winner.

Conference Attendance Scholarships

Attending events at the conference pays off!!

The more you join our events the better your chances to win one of 30 conference scholarships that will be awarded after most sessions.

- 1 of $500
- 3 of $250
- 6 of $100
- 20 of $78—To commemorate Alpha Phi Sigma’s 78 years

The scholarships will be randomly awarded throughout the 3-day conference in Baltimore Maryland. Member must be present to win and present to receive their scholarship during the Awards Ceremony.

All students eligible for Attendance Scholarships MUST be Alpha Phi Sigma National members.

Advisor Conference Attendance Raffle

Advisors who attend Alpha Phi Sigma events have the opportunity to be included in a raffle. A white raffle ticket will be issued to Advisors who register at each event and the drawing will be held at the event’s conclusion. Prizes include gift cards and/or Alpha Phi Sigma merchandise.

Chapter Advisor Meeting Raffle

Chapter Advisors who attend one of the Chapter Advisor meetings at the San Antonio Conference will be entered in a raffle to win an Alpha Phi Sigma Chapter Advisor Dry-fit Polo

Two Advisor meetings will be held during the conference. Please see Conference Program when available.